Can incremental haemodialysis reduce early mortality rates in patients starting maintenance haemodialysis?
Early mortality rates after the start of maintenance haemodialysis therapy are high. Compared with three-times weekly haemodialysis, incremental haemodialysis is associated with better preservation of residual renal function (RRF) and at least equivalent mid-term to long-term survival. However, there is paucity of data in relation to its use as a means of helping patients through the transitional period, when they first become dialysis dependent. Studies of incremental haemodialysis have overlooked early mortality as an outcome measure. This is primarily due to their retrospective design which makes it difficult to link early deaths to the frequency of haemodialysis. New data confirm previous observations associating incremental haemodialysis with favourable outcomes. They also raise the possibility that in selected groups and for short periods, the pursuit of set clearance targets during the early days of dialysis may not necessarily bring additional short-term gains. We argue that, while simpler ways of estimating RRF are being explored, future trials must consider implementing incremental haemodialysis focusing on practical aspects of care in the transitional period; safety monitoring in such regimes should be undertaken using conventional methods. Such an approach is likely to benefit a larger subset of haemodialysis population.